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A holistic approach is needed to see the problem in
comprehensive ways. System theory is one of the approaches
that identify the problem in holistic ways [5]. System
dynamics, based on system theory, will be used to look at the
interdependence of its components which contributes in
achieving the country’s programs. The determination of these
components and interrelation are done by using existing data
and information extracted from Big Data [1].

Abstract— Public policy is the critical key of the welfare
programs. It is also a powerful instrument to achieve a feasible
national competitiveness. Unfortunately, many public policy
making processes does not utilize an appropriate data and tool in
holistic and systematical approach. This research will focus on
creating a comprehensive conceptual framework for public
policymaking based on data and system approach. In connection
with information technology, there are at least two approaches
that will be considered for obtaining a more comprehensive
public policy. First is utilization of Big Data to extract
information. It is believed that if more accurate data are collected
and analyzed, then more comprehensive public policy is created.
Utilization of data mining will be intensively used to obtain
knowledge. The second approach is the system dynamics. The
knowledge created in the first approach is useful in modeling the
system.
The model will be used to simulate the future
possibilities of several scenarios. The scenario with the best
outcome is selected as an input for public policymaking. At the
end of this research, a conceptual framework for public policy
making will be created by incorporating Big Data and system
dynamics. (Abstract)

In our approach, system dynamics methodology is used in
simulating several scenarios holistically to produce the best
solution for overcoming public issues or problems. The model
is the main entity in this simulation, Some papers have
introduced some approach in modeling using big data [1,2,6].
Data and information creates the model of the real system of
the public situation. The ideal model has the similar or the
same characteristic of the real system. By modeling the real
system, public policy makers will be able to simulate several
scenarios in a holistic way before implementing into real
public policy making. The benefits of simulation are efficient
in budget, time and risk. The budget is not significant, because
simulation of experiments or scenarios is conducted only in
the laboratory. The time will be much shorter because the
activity is not performed in the real fields or communities. In
simulation, no risk is identified in technical or non-technical
tasks. Public policy makers will make improvements by
introducing a public policy and its variance, a form of the
intervention, into the model and examine the results. Public
policy cannot be separated from politics influence [3]. In
system dynamics approach, politics or social issues can be
accommodated in the simulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A brief introduction is provided in this section to give
explanation about the relationships between Big Data and
system dynamics as the foundation of public policymaking.
Both approaches, Big Data and system dynamics are able to
contribute individually and collaboratively in public
policymaking [1,2]. In this paper, it is emphasized to
collaborate both of them in one framework for public
policymaking.

II. SYSTEM DYNAMICS, BIG DATA & PUBLIC POLICY

In some countries, especially in the third countries, process
of public policymaking is not done based on data. Decisions
are based on group of interest and politics. The Organization
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has
recommended their country members to make use of data and
information in public policymaking [3]. It means that country
members need to know how to store, how to filter, how to
analyze, how to display data and information in efficient and
effective ways [4].
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There are several techniques and methods used in public
policymaking [7]. In this paper, system theory will be the
basis of public policymaking. The reason why system theory
is chosen has been described in the previous section. In this
section, how system dynamics, Big Data and public policy are
incorporated to support system theory is explained.
A. System Dynamics
Forrester introduced Industrial Dynamics which is known
as System Dynamics now [8]. Basically, he adopted the
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control system theory in engineering into social science.
System dynamics is a methodology for studying the properties
of a system over time. A system consists of components or
subsystems which always interact dynamically among them.
Interrelations between these components will affect the states
of the overall system [9,10,11]. Since first introduction by
Forrester [8], the community of system dynamics has been
expanded to all over the world. The books of Urban
Dynamics [12] and World Dynamics [13] have been published
to show the phenomena in public management.

fundamentally interdisciplinary. A multi discipline expert or a
group of experts who work collaboratively to come with the
optimized result of certain system dynamics case are needed.
System Dynamics Framework (Figure 1) is created based
on modification of Forrester’s framework [9]. It consists of 7
steps, which are accommodation of feedback process, mental
construct [24] and continual improvement process [25].
Basically, all those steps can be summarized into three steps
[26] which are Understanding of Situation/Problem Definition,
Model Conceptualization/Model Building, and Running the
Simulation Model/Using the Results.

In system dynamics, the model is the key point. The
challenge in creating a model of system dynamics is the
identification of components and how they interact in a system
[14]. The model can be used to run the simulation of
scenarios that are designed to look for the best result. Many
techniques have been developed in creating this model [6, 1520]. System dynamics is essentially based on the system
thinking paradigms. Although, it is still debatable about the
relationship between system thinking, and system dynamics,
but in this paper, it will take the idea of Richmon [21] to put
system dynamics as the subset of system thinking.

A system is a collection of its subsystems or components.
In the framework, system breakdown structure (SBS) may be
used to assist in identification of the subsystems or component
of the system. This subsystem is also a system which consists
of its subsystems. This iterative process continues until the
subsystem is undividable. SBS is the method to break down
the system into smaller components [1,2,27,28].
B. Big Data
Big Data analysis involves three things: volume, variety
and velocity of data. It creates more complexity in data
management process. The most difficult part in this Big Data
is how to analyze large data with their special characteristics.
Davenport and Harris [29] define the analysis as "the
extensive use of data, statistical and quantitative analysis,
explanatory and predictive models, and fact-based
management to drive decisions and actions". According to
Lustig [30], there are three phases of analytic in an
organization : descriptive analytics, predictive analytics and
prescriptive analytics. The last phase, prescriptive analytics is
suitable with the simulation stage of system dynamics.
Different simulations are run on the model to understand the
behavior of system and accomplish the best outcomes before
determining the decision.
In the simulation, some
optimization techniques are introduced to the model. It
evaluates and determines a new approach. It is called as
reengineering process on the model where balances all
obstacles to reach the goal [31].

A combination of two or more components or subsystem is
called as a system. They are interconnected for some purpose
[22]. Each component in the system is interconnected and
interacted positively or negatively to each other. A system
means a grouping of parts that operate together for a common
purpose [9]. System is a collection of components or
subsystems that is consistently organized. Each components
or subsystems are interconnected in a pattern or structure that
construct a characteristic set of behaviors [23].
A system is consist of several components in which each
of
them
have
interrelationship,
interconnection,
interdependency, interaction and have their own characteristic
and behavior, such as: oscillation, overshoot, collapse,
stability, delay, feedback and others. System dynamics studies
usually are not designed to predict what will happen. It is
designed to explore several possibilities if several factors are
modified. This is to emphasize that the practice of system
dynamics is not similar with a predictor in control theory.
System dynamics is used more to learn about the behavior of
the system, identified the components and how to optimize the
result. System dynamics models explore possible futures and
ask “what if” questions [23].

Fig. 2. Data Mining Framework based on Big Data

In this research, the descriptive analytic is a collection of
large datasets. In this stage, it is discussed how to collect,
store and search data in an efficient way. The predictive
analytic becomes the main way to develop the model of
system dynamics by identifying the components of the system
and how they interact. Once the model is created, it goes to
the next stage, prescriptive analytic. Some simulations are run
on the model. Some adjustments are introduced on the model

Fig. 1. System Dynamics Framework

The interrelation of component in a system can create a
complexity. Without a good method, it will be impossible to
understand its behavior. System dynamics is a method to
enhance learning in complex systems. The method has been
used in many area of knowledge. System dynamics is
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to identify the optimized outcome, such as in paper written by
Nasution and Bazin [27]. Big Data is a good method to
analyze all types of data. Transactional data, media online,
news, blog, web and others will be the big resources to
identify all components of the system and how their
interrelations between them [1]. By utilizing few tools, the
process will be much faster and accurate [32]. The tools can
be open source software such as Apache Nutch, Apache Solr,
and Hadoop [33]. The challenges in the Big Data include
collection, storage, searching, sharing, analysis, and
visualization [34].

describes investigations that produce accurate and useful
information for decision makers. Policy analysis is an applied
social science discipline which uses multiple methods of
inquiry and argument to produce and transform policyrelevant information that may be utilized in political setting to
resolve policy problems [41]. Policy analysis is a set of
techniques and criteria with which to evaluate public policy
options and select among them to rationalize the development
and implementation of public policy and as the means to
greater efficiency and equity in allocation of public resources
[42]. In a standalone policy cycle, policy analysis would
follow to each stage of policy cycle. But, since it is integrated,
most of the analytics is done in the system dynamics and the
Big Data processes.

C. Public Policy
Lester and Stewart [35] introduce public policy
evolutionary approaches which consist of several stages.
These stages construct into a cycle which consists of agenda
setting, policy formulation, policy implementation, policy
evaluation, policy change and policy termination. Below is
the public policymaking framework, which is modified to
accommodate system theory.

In this modern politics life, the ruling government in every
country needs to optimize the use of public policy to transform
their promise (expected output) into reality (output of the
policy implementation). Public policy is very important
because it solves the problems which are also called the gaps
between the goal and current society situation. Unfortunately,
most of policy makers are not able to find the optimized
solution for the problems. Dun [41] identifies few points on
this policy problem such as: interdependent, subjective,
artificial and dynamic which are related to system theory. Not
only Dun [41] who is aligned with system theory, but also
Henry [43] and Dror [44] mentioned about system theory in
their book or paper.
Policy implementation is another critical factor for
achieving the original goal of public policy.
But
unfortunately, implementation is not always as planned. It is
almost the same happened in system dynamic which the
outcome is sometimes not as expected or becomes
unpredictable.
Policy makers sometimes experience an
unexpected output. The real system can give many things to
learn but there is still another big and complex system hidden
by layman. To become a capable person in managing a
system, a layman must transform into someone who has
capability to study the system’s behavior or characteristic and
interrelation. Being a capable person, it means that he or she
could overcome, eliminate or reduce unexpected output of the
system. The system is better understood by doing analysis
iteratively. Each step of iteration will bring us closer to the
optimized solution.

Fig. 3. Public Policymaking Framework

Several experts have given their definitions of public
policy. Public policy is a purposive course of action followed
by government in dealing with some topic or mater of public
concern [36]. Public policy is the authoritative allocation of
values for the whole society [37]. Public policy is whatever
governments choose to do or not to do [38]. Public policy
consists of political decisions for implementing programs to
achieve societal goals [39]. Public policy is a set of
interrelated decisions taken by a political actor or group of
actors concerning the selection of goals and the means of
achieving them within a specified situation where those
decisions should, in principle, be within the power of those
actors to achieve [40]. All are in line with the framework
(Figure 3) to achieve output as the expected output or goal.

III. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK CREATION
It is obviously explained that system dynamics, Big Data
and public policy are related to each other in system
perspective. It is possible to incorporate them together in one
framework. On this occasion, development of the framework
that is capable of integrating the processes carried out by
system dynamics and big data for public policy-making is
created. It is based on system theory. The characteristic of a
system is to have a subsystem or component and interrelation
between them. The manipulation issues or problems of the
system’s condition are commonly referred to as intervention
by using the policy. Figure 4 is the design of conceptual
framework.

Policy analysis is done by policy makers to achieve public
policy goal efficiently and effectively. In other perspectives,
some other experts give their own definition. Policy analysis
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Structure (SBS) [1,2,27,28], to convert description to level and
rate equations, to simulate the model, to design alternative
policies and structures, to educate and debate, and to
implement changes in policies and structure. The best scenario
will become the input to public policymaking process.

Fig. 4. Conceptual Framework for Public Policymaking based on System
Dynamics and Big Data

The process starts from the identification of social,
political and economical issues or problems in real life. The
policy makers set a goal or the expected output before
formulating the intervention or public policy to overcome the
issues or problems. Expected output will be the ultimate
achievement and as reference after implementing the public
policy. The expected output or reference will become the input
to the data mining process. This process will help the policy
makers to create the model to mimic the real system. In our
case, it will identify the components and interrelation of the
social, political and economical system where the issues or
problems are located.

Preparation in policy making process is conducted in
Policy Planning. In Policy Formulation, it will develop the
policy based on the result of processes in data mining and
system dynamics. After implementing and enforcing policy
into society, the evaluation and record all existing status and
situation and observe the impact of a policy. The data and
information of the current situation (after policy
implementation) are kept in Data Mining System. In Gap
Analysis, it compares the current situation based on policy
evaluation with the expected output. This will give a good
feedback to the policy makers what the next action is. Policy
Termination Process is for the policy has achieved its target
and the policy is not needed anymore. Policy Change Process
if for the policy needs to be modified after the evaluation.

After process of identification, model is created. Policy
maker will run several test or scenario on the model to learn
the behavior of each component. The most suitable scenario
will be chosen for the next step in public policymaking
process. At certain stage in public policymaking, there will be
an evaluation on the policy and its impact to the system.
Current situation of the real system compares with the
expected output. The new data and information of the current
situation will be stored in the data system for future data
mining process. Adjustment or change on the policy can be
done as the feedback process. Expected output is formulated
by studying the current issue in social, political and
economical situation in society. Definitely, if there is a gap
between the current situation and the expected output, the
policy makers are responsible to remove or minimize this gap.
Data and information about the current situation as the time
series data are stored in the data mining system. It will become
the input for the data mining process. It could be in several
type of data, such as transactional data, comments in media
social, news or media online, bloggers, website and others.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the creation of public policy for palm oil
industry is created based on this framework. Data and
information are collected from some papers [1,2,27,28].
Basically, crude oil and natural gas are the main source of
petrochemical industry, and CPO is the main source of
oleochemical industry [45]. Both of them are able to
contribute significantly to Indonesia’s GDP. At this moment,
Indonesia’s GDP is about US$ 888.5 billion, but the
contribution from oleo- and petrochemical industry is still low.
At this stage, government needs to create the public policy to
achieve the expected output, such as to increase the GDP
contribution, to optimize the usage of energy resources, and to
minimize the pollution. The availability of raw material and
growth of market is the key for oleo- and petrochemical
industry. Indonesia has those opportunities [46-48].

Few things are emphasized in system dynamics process,
such as to describe the system, to run System Breakdown
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Source of data is from government web site, NGO and
others by interrelated with the other information [1]. After
several processes, the components are identified as in [2]. In
this process, it follows very close with the system dynamics
process, especially such as defining the system, system
breakdown structure (SBS) and creation of equation. The
system dynamics model is created based on the paper [2] and
the model was run with several scenarios. Case one, the
baseline is created. Case two, renewable energy is forced to
20% in three years. Case 2a is that renewable energy
percentage for electricity increase. Case 2b is that renewable
energy percentage for energy fossil increase. Case 2c and Case
2c-1 are where local refinery capacity increase 2 times and 3
times. Case three, the suitable market share are adjusted for
oleo- and petrochemical industry for positive export. Case 3a
and Case 3a-1 are where oleochemical business increases 1
time and 3 times. Case 3b is increase in petrochemical
business. Figure 5 is the model before SBS [2].

downstream industry, such as oleochemical. The second
regulation is to give incentive and better price of natural gas
for certain industry. This helps for petrochemical industry as
well.
Unfortunately, policy evaluation comes with not a good
results, such as that the oleo and petrochemical industry is not
growing as expected. No more space in the industrial estate
and bureaucratic process to get the government incentive.
Another one is implementation of gas price is not as expected.
Based on our survey that competitive gas price cannot be
implemented because of the expensive gas infrastructure
project. The natural gas has been fully allocated by the
government and gas operator. At this moment, it is very hard
to get the new allocation without a new gas block finding,
especially with competitive gas price. Based on the policy
evaluation, the data and information will be fed into the Data
Mining system. Definitely, it will create a new component into
the system dynamic model to consider. Then the process will
start from beginning again. But this will take more budget,
time and cost. It is very different if the government utilizes
system dynamics and Big Data before implementing the
policy.
V. CONCLUSIONS
System theory is useful to integrate system dynamics, Big
Data and public policymaking in one framework. It is based
on feedback mechanisms, mental construct, system breakdown
structure and continual improvement process to create model
based on the data mining process. The model imitates the real
system, such as oleo and petrochemical industry. Before
introducing the public policy into the real system, policy
makers will run simulation on the model and identify the best
scenario as the best candidate for the public policy. By using
system dynamics, public policy making needs to use the data
and information in Big Data. On the other way, policy
implementation and evaluation in public policy making
process provides data and information to Big Data system. It is
two ways interactions.

Fig. 5. Import Oleochemical - System Dynamics Model

The outcome of the simulations are based on the expected
output: The growth of oleochemical industry will impact the
export quantity of CPO. The loss revenue from the dropping
of CPO export and the gain revenue from decreasing
oleochemical import (Figure 5), is very significant. It is about
four times. It is understood that by selling value added
product, this will contribute to increase national GDP. In the
next cases which are case 2a and 2b, the renewable energy is
able to achieve 20% in three years. the simulation shows that
the total consumption of fossil energy for the non-electricity
usage such as for transportation and residential is higher than
the electricity. Pollution is reduced because of minimizing
fossil energy and maximizing the renewable energy.

System dynamics is the methodology for creating public
policy in holistic and systematic way. It uses data and
information in creating the model before running simulation,
which can make the policy implementation more efficient and
effective. Public policy makers can do several tests with
different scenarios on the model before running the policy
implementation in real system. More researches are needed to
make a better tools and integration of the system dynamics,
Big Data and public policymaking seamlessly. Government
and research Institution collaboration are needed to realize it.

Fortunately, although Indonesia Government does not use
our method in formulating the policy, but they has identified
the need to increase the GDP by promoting at least two
regulation. First, Indonesia Government Regulation No. 24
Year 2015 about Raising Plantation Fund. Second, Indonesia
Minister of Energy and Resources Mineral Regulation No. 40
Year 2016 about Gas Price for Specific Industry. Both of these
regulations give impact indirectly to promote oleo- and
petrochemical industry. The first regulation No. 24 Year 2015
resists export of crude palm oil (CPO) by increasing the tax.
Indirectly, it increases the supply in local to supports
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